
1. Between which ranges does the Kashmir Valley in the

Himalayas lie?

a) Siwalik and Pir Panjal b) Pir Panjal and Dhauladhar

c) Zaskar and Pir Panjal d) Dhauladhar and Zaskar

Ans : c

2. Which one among the following rivers does not flow i n t o

the Bay of Bengal?

a) Mahanadi b) Cauveri

c) Tapti d) Godavari

Ans : c

3. The vedangas consist of

a) Kalpa, Siksha, Nerukta, Vykarana, Chandas, Jyotisha

b) Kalpa, Siksha, Brahmana, Vykarana, Chandas, Jyotisha

c) Kalpa, Siksha, Nerukta, Aranyaka, Chandas, Jyotisha

d) Kalpa, Upanishad, Nerukta, Aranyaka

Ans : a

4. which of following ruling dynasties has not been mentioned

in the Sangam litrature?

a) Kadamba b) Chera

c) Chola d) Pandya

Ans : a

5. Kharosthi script was derived from

a) Pictograph b) Aramaic

c) Brahmani d) Cuniform script

Ans : b

6. Garden as an integral part of building art was first introduced

in India by

a) Babur b) Humayun

c) Shah Jahan d) Aurangzeb

Ans : a
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7. The economic decay of the Mughal empire initially began

during the reign of

a) Aurangzeb b) Bahadur Shah I

c) Jahangir d) Shah Jahan

Ans : a

8. Harappa was excavated by

a) R. D Banerjee b) Daya Ram Sahani

c) S. R. Rao d) None of these

Ans : b

9. What was the name of the last ruler of the 'Bahmani Kingdom'.

a) Kalimullah Shah b) Kalimuddin

c) AlauddinII d) Sikandar Shah

Ans : a

10. Which one of the following languages was patronised by the

Delhi Sultans?

a) Urdu b) Arabic

c) Persian d) Turkish

Ans : b

11. The 'Chishti' order was founded by

a) Nizamuddin Aulia b) Abdul Chishti

c) Moinuddin Chishti d) Fariduddin Masud

Ans : c

12. Which one of the following is the oldest dynasty?

a) Chalukyas b) Cholas

c) Pallavas d) Satavahanas

Ans : d

13. The founder of all India National Congress was

a) A. O. Hume b) Jawaharlal Nehru

c) M. K. Gandhi d) Balgangadhar Tilak

Ans : a

14. Which one of the following statements regarding Bal

Gangadhar Tilak is no correct?

a) He propounded the theory of the Arctic Home of the Aryans.

b) He founded the AntiCowKilling Society.

c) He set up the Home Rule League at Poona.

d) He supported the Age a Consent Bill.

Ans : d



15. Who among the following GovernorsGeneral formed the
Triple Alliance against Tipu Sultan?
a) Warren Hastings b) Lord Cornwallis
c) Lord Wellesley d) Lord William Bentinck
Ans : b

16. Who among the following Chinese travellers visited the
kingdoms of Harshavardhana and Kumar Bhaskar Varma?
a) Itsing b) FaHien
c) Hiuen Tsang d) Sun Shuyun
Ans : c

17. Which were the earliest cereals grown by man?
a) Wheat ans barley b) Rice
c) Millets d) Maize
Ans : a

18. What made possible the transition from the Paleolithic to the
Neolithic age?
a) Growing grain b) Making fire
c) Making wheels d) Learning script
Ans : b

19. The Indus valley civilisation specialised in
a) Town planning b) Architecture
c) Craftmanship d) All of these
Ans : d

20. Who possibly rule the Indus Valley people?
a) Priests b) Kings
c) Merchants d) Elected government
Ans : c

21. Which of the following is/are examples of chemical
weathering?
I. Frost action on rocks
II. Repeated wetting and drying
III. Oxidation of minerals in a rock
Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
Code:

a) I and II only b) I and III only
c) III only d) I, II and III
Ans : c



22. Which of the following is NOT matched correctly?
a) Pulicat lake: Andhra Pradesh
b) Maharana Pratap Sagar lake: Himachal Pradesh
c) Badkhal Lake: Haryana
d) Tso Moriri lake: Nagaland
Ans : d

23. Which of the following is the largest lake of Tibbet?
a) Kokonoor b) Parichu lake
c) Kolleru Lake d) None of these
Ans : a

24. Which of the following region is famous for the world’s largest
reserve of Barytes?
a) Chauka hills b) Jaisalmer
c) Ratnagiri d) Cuddapah
Ans : d

25. The Rowlatt Act aimed at
a) compulsory economic support to war efforts
b) imprisonment without trial and summary procedures for
trial
c) suppression of the Khilafat Movement
d) imposition of restrictions on freedom of the press
Ans : b

26. With reference to the religious history of medieval India, the
Sufi mystics were known to pursue which of the following
practices?
1. Meditation and control of breath
2. Severe ascetic exercises in a lonely place
3. Recitation of holy songs to arouse a state of ecstasy in their
audience
Select the correct answer using the codes given below:
a) 1 and 2 only b) 2 and 3 only
c) 3 only d) 1, 2 and 3
Ans : d

27. How do you distinguish between Kuchipudi and
Bharatanatyam dances?
1. Dancers occasionally speaking dialogues is found in
Kuchipudi dance but not in Bharatanatyam.
2. Dancing on the brass plate by keeping the feet on its edges
is a feature of Bharatanatyam but Kuchipudi dance does not
have such a form of movements.



Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
a) 1 only b) 2 only
c) Both 1 and 2 d) Neither 1 nor 2
Ans : a

278. With reference to Dhrupad, one of the major
traditions of India that has been kept alive for centuries, which
of the following statements are correct?
1. Dhrupad originated and developed in the Rajput kingdoms
during the Mughal period.
2. Dhrupad is primarily a devotional and spiritual music.
3. Dhrupad Alap uses Sanskrit syllables from Mantras.
Select the correct answer using the codes given below
a) 1 and 2 only b) 2 and 3 only
c) 1, 2 and 3
d) None of the above is correct
Ans : b

29. Consider the following statements:
The most effective contribution made by Dadabhai Naoroji to
the cause of Indian National Movement was that he
1. exposed the economic exploitation of India by the British
2. interpreted the ancient Indian texts and restored  the self
confidence of Indians
3. stressed the need for eradication of all the social evils before
anything else
Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
a) 1 only b) 2 and 3 only
c) 1 and 3 only d) 1, 2 and 3
Ans : a

30. Other than resistance to pests, what are the prospects for which
genetically engineered plants have been created?
1. To enable them to withstand drought
2. To increase the nutritive value of the produce
3. To enable them to grow and do photosynthesis in spaceships
and space stations
4. To increase their shelf life
Select the correct answer using the codes given below:
a) 1 and 2 only b) 3 and 4 only
c) 1, 2 and 4 only d) 1, 2, 3 and 4
Ans : c



31. What are the reasons for the people's resistance to the
introduction of Bt brinjal in India?
1. Bt brinjal has been created by inserting a gene from a soil
fungus into its genome.
2. The seeds of Bt brinjal are terminator seeds and therefore,
the farmers have to buy the seeds before every season from
the seed companies.
3. There is an apprehension that the consumption of Bt brinjal
may have adverse impact on health.
4. There is some concern that the introduction of Bt brinjal
may have adverse effect on the biodiversity.
Select the correct answer using the codes given below:
a) 1, 2 and 3 only b) 2 and 3 only
c) 3 and 4 only d) 1, 2, 3 and 4
Ans : c

32. Which one of the following sets of elements was primarily
responsible for the origin of life on the Earth?
a) Hydrogen, Oxygen, Sodium
b) Carbon, Hydrogen, Nitrogen
c) Oxygen, Calcium, Phosphorus
d) Carbon, Hydrogen, Potassium
Ans : b

33. The increasing amount of carbon dioxide in the air is slowly
raising the temperature of the atmosphere, because it absorbs
a) the water vapour of the air and retains its heat
b) the ultraviolet part of the solar radiation
c) all the solar radiations
d) the infrared part of the solar radiation
Ans : d

34. To meet its rapidly growing energy demand, some opine that
India should pursue research and development on thorium as
the future fuel of nuclear energy. In this context, what
advantage does thorium hold over uranium?
1. Thorium is far more abundant in nature than uranium.
2. On the basis of per unit mass of mined mineral, thorium
can generate more energy compared to natural uranium.
3. Thorium produces less harmful waste compared to uranium.



Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
a) 1 only b) 2 and 3 only
c) 1 and 3 only d) 1, 2 and 3
Ans : d

35. Bankassurance is
a) an insurance scheme exclusively for the employee of banks
b) an insurance scheme to insure bank deposits
c) a composite financial service offering both bank and
insurance product
d) a bank deposit scheme exclusively for employees of
insurance companies
Ans : c

36. Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan aimed at the education of which of the
following
a) Education of children between 614 years
b) Education of girls up to graduation level
c) University education d) Medical education
Ans : a

37. Which among the following is the most abundant human
resource in India?
a) Highskilled labour in organized sector
b) Highskilled labour in unorganized sector
c) Lowskilled labour in organized sector
d) Lowskilled labour in unorganized sector
Ans : d

38. Interest rates on which of the following deposit schemes is
fixed by RBI
a) Fixed deposit above 5 years maturity
b) Recurring deposits
c) Saving deposits d) None of these
Ans : c

39. As the banks in India are required to maintain a portion of
their demand and time liabilities with the RBI, this portion is
called
a) Statutory Liquidity Ratio b) Cash Reserve Ration
c) Reverse Repo d) Bank Deposit
Ans : a



40. Banks in their daily business face various kinds of risks. Which
of the following is one such major risk?
a) Customer risk b) Reputation risk
c) Goodwill risk d) Operational risk
Ans : d

41. Which of the following terms is used in the field of Banking
a) Special Drawing Rights b) Affirmative Defence
c) Civil Procedure d) Question of Fact
Ans : a

42. Indian economy is a
a) Capitalistic economy b) Mixed economy
c) Socialist economy d) None of these
Ans : b

43. Mixed economy means co existence of
a) Large scale and small scale industries
b) Domestic and multinational industries
c) Agriculture and industry d) Private and public sectors
Ans : d

44. Attachment to land, the joint family system and caste system
have retarded India\'s economic growth. These are
a) political factors b) economic factors
c) social factors d) None of these
Ans : b

45. Family planning in rural area of India has met with limited
success mainly due to
a) wrong planning b) non availability of devices
c) psychological and social orthodoxy
d) non availability of doctors
Ans : c

46. ‘Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action’ often seen in the
news, is
a) a strategy to tackle the regional terrorism, an outcome of a
meeting of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization.
b) a plan of action for sustainable economic growth in the
AsiaPacific Region, an outcome of deliberations of the Asia
Pacific Economic Forum
c) an agenda for women’s empowerment, an outcome of a
World Conference convened by the United Nations
d) a strategy to combat wildlife trafficking, a declaration of
the East Asia Summit
Ans : c



47. In India, in which one of the following types of forests is teak a
dominant tree species?
a) Tropical moist deciduous forest
b) Tropical rain forest
c) Tropical thorn scrub forest
d) Temperate forest with grasslands
Ans : a

48. Which one of the following countries of SouthWest Asia does
not open out to the Mediterranean Sea?
a) Syria b) Jordan
c) Lebanon d) Israel
Ans : b

49. With reference to an organization known as ‘Birdlife
International’ which of the following statements is/are correct?
1. It is a Global Partnership of Conservation Organizations.
2. The concept of ‘biodiversity hotspots’ originated from this
organization.
3. It identifies the sites known/referred to as ‘Important Bird
and Biodiversity Areas’.
Select the correct answer using the code given below.
a) 1 only b) 2 and 3 only
c) 1 and 3 only d) 1, 2 and 3
Ans : c

50. Which one of the following was given classical language status
recently?
a) Odia b) Konkani
c) Bhojpuri d) Assamese
Ans : a


